
An Uigur Buddhist's.letter of the Yiian Dynasty 
from Tun-huang fJdi (Supplement to 

"Uigurica from Tun-huang") 

By Takao MoRIYAsu 

In 1980, §. Tekin published a work entitled Buddhistische Uigurica aus 
der Yilan-Zeit,1) with facsimile, in which he analysed two Uigur manuscript
books from Tun-huang. One is Or. 8212-108 of the British Library's Stein 
collection, while the other is P. 4521 of the Bibliotheque Nationale's Pelliot 
collection. Although both of the books were brought from the famous cave 
of Tun-huang (No. 17 == Pelliot No. 163) which was walled up in the fir.st 
half of the 11 th century, it is. beyond doubt that they are not from the period 
prior to that century like most of the other deposited articles, but definitely 
from Mongol times or the Yiian Dynasty period (13-I4th cc.). So Tekin's 
dating of the books is correct. I have already discussed this point morn 
minutely in my prior work.·2> 

Previous research3 > had already been done on Or. 8212-108, but §. Tekin 
was the first to publish the text of P. 4521. Having had an opportunity to 
examine the original during my study in Paris from 1978 to 1980, I shall 
describe the form of this book W 4 521) using my notes of that time. 

Form: a boundbook, 25 cm. by 18 cm. (284 mm. by 180 mm. according to 
Tekin's research, which is however incorrect because each of the sheets 
is irregular in size.) We find three holes and a string for binding the 
book on its left-hand side. The front and back covers are pasted onto 
the bound text, so that the string can hardly be seen from outside. 

' ' 

The frontcover: lost (a part remaining where the book was bound.) 

The flyleaf at the beginning of the book: one sheet (cf. Tekin, Tafel 18 
& 19 left) of light-brown paper with printed images on both the recto 
and the verso, that on the recto being hardly visible. 

The main part: 30 sheets made of grey and very thin rice-paper in folio 
(for 60 pages) with the foliation from i ~ (one) to san-shih ~+ (thirty) 
on the top of the versos of each sheet. 
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The flyleaf at the end of the book: one sheet (cf. Tekin, Tafel 40 right 

& 41 left). The same type of paper as the one used at the beginning of 

the book. On the recto_ of the page, there is a big Chinese-ink .stamp 

with Tibetan letters and overleaf are twelve lines of Uigur sentences 

which are in different writing from that of the main texts. However, 

these Uigur sentences (a sort of colophon) have almost entirely been 

rubbed out on purpose. 

The back-cover: (cf. Tekin, Tafel 41 right & 42) A used piece of paper 

on which some Uigur sentences are written, pasted onto one or two 

separate piece(s) of blank paper, thus making it thicker. Although most 

of the Uigur sentences are illegible unless held against a light, one part 

of it is legible: that is the part inscribed with sentenses which over

lapped when the extra page was pasted on and which was then folded 

"over and pasted down (d. Tekin, Tafel 41 right, right side & lower side). 

According to Tekin, the text of P. 4521 is divided into three parts. The 

first two parts, which have now been deciphered, are Uigur adaptations of the 

s:tories about two Bodhisattvas (Sadaprarudita @HtrJ.t~ & Dharmodgata A:ffitJij) 
in Tai-po-je-p'o-lo-mi-to-ching :k~E ~Kl~~~ (Mahaprajnaparamita Siitra). 

The first part, in particular, which is a long text in alliterating verse in 

sets of 4 lines, offers great interest for the history of Uigur Buddhism. It is, 

however, to the sentences hidden in the back-cover that this study will be 

devoted. 
It is impossible to photograph this text, since the paper involved has 

been partly folded and pasted up with other paper as mentioned above. I 

succeeded in copying down each of the words through the use of a lamp, 

except those parts where the words were overshadowed by words on the 

main part of the page and where the light could not penetrate the paper. 

This text turned out to be a letter, after the legible part of it was deciphered. 

My realization of the importance of publishing the document as soon as 

possible has incited me to publish the text as it is so far decipherable. (We 

shall await a better and more accurate transcription and translation when 

the .sheet of the cover is removed to reveal the complete text.) The romanized 

text with a tentative translation is as follows: 

1. 

2. 

3. 
4. 

TEXT 

----L---L-----------------
( .. ) (") SY'N k"" •v ·•k" ["]'" l t[ortiinc] _____ s an man orm1s-ta 1- c a t[oquzunc] 

ay - - - otuz-qac;lagi inc asan bar turur (Here is a blank) 

yana XW / /Z ~Ip q(a)y-a nomdas-qa sanga m-a KW///// 
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5. inc alig is bulm:is to7sar olgil yirt[incil] 
6. -nilng [t]oril-si turur sanga an:i tag is bul/ / / / / / 
7. manga [m-]a an:i tag bulm:is nagil qi:Iru ?? 'W////// 
8. yana XW /// / ~Ip q(a)y-a nomdas-qa s(a)n sacu-taqi: - - -
9. yoqay-[ni:]ng bilc;lmis-in bilc;lmayilk-in andr(ar:ip] - - -

I O. -ning kilc-iln yanfi nac;lag arsar an:i manga - - -

11. P / / / / / :idfil osal bolmaz-un • quU: tu 11 
/ / / / / / 

12. a<;l qal:ip on:ip turur • nom oq:ip m[u] 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 

17. 

18. 
19. 
20. 

21. 

22. 
23. 

turur oq:imay:in mu turur olar-n:i manga - - - -
:idri:I o~ga is kilc bar arsar s(a)n biti[g] 
:idray-s(a)n yana soz ~Ip q(a)y-a-qa buyan tamilr / /SYN - -
bir bilc;liln tilkal C'KY tas-1:ir tavrac C/ / / / / / 

KWYL'N bir }]Wlf vapquaki-ning ac:171 bir Y / /// / 

antsang baqs:i-ni:ng aqc;larm:is namasanggid - - - -
bir taypasaki qarday-:i munca nom-lar-ni: :idt[:im] 
korilp alri:I yamu bu nom-lar oz-ga nom-lar T' / / / / 

- - - - KWYKws\~JwLWK amraq s(a)n (Here is a blank) 

- - - - - - - - - an:i nac;lag saq:insar s(a)n bu - - -

(cut off) 

2?. - - - - - - - -YY- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
2?. - - - - - kargak bolup ani: anfa tisar YW - - - - -

(lacking) 

TRANSLATION 

1. _ _ _ _ _ [ An introductory greeting] _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 

3 

2-3. _ _ ___ you. I, SY' N, have been fine up until the twenty-( ?)th 
of the fourth month (or the ninth month) as I was when we last 
met. 

4. Well, to Alp Qaya, comrade in the doctrine, and also to you _ 

5. a fine manual work has been found. 
5-6. It's the rule of this world that birth always ends in death. 

Having found that kind of work for you _ _ _ _, 
7. one has found for me also in that kind of way. What to do _ 

8-9. Moreover, you shall make Alp Qaya report whatever Yoqay in Sacu 
(¥~1-N Sha-chou) has accomplished or not 

9.;.. 10. by the force of _ _ _, even if his answer ( the result of his re
port) may be anyhow, 
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11. 
12. 

12-14. 

14-15. 

15-16. 

17. 
18. 
19. 

20. 

21. 
22. 

23. 

2?. 
2?. 
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send it to me _ -' __ : Don't be too lazy. Qul"i Tu 

the horses which were left are doing well. 

Whether. you have read the siitras or not, send them to m~ 

If there is anything else, you can send a letter. In the meantime, 

( convey) the (following) 
message to Alp Qaya: Buyan Tiimur _ _ ________ of Chi-

nese with a complete C' KY stone. 

One annotated text for ___ Fa-hua-ching ~¥~, one _ 

Niimasarrigiti which Dr. An-tsang ~- translated, __ _ 

one Hsin-ching iC,\~ (=qarday) of Tai-po-je-ching :krutE~- I sent 

the siitras as shown above. · 

Please examine and receive them. You observe it, will you? 

These siitras and others _ _ _ 

. Sincerely yours. <The rest is blank.) 

___ in whatever way to think of it, you __ - _ this 

<Interrupted in the middle) 

When needed and it is said in that way 

<The remainder is lacking) 

NOTES on the TEXT 

1. At the beginning of Uigur letters come salutations enquiring about 

the health of the receiver. cf. S. Tezcan & P. Zieme, Uigurische 

Brieffragmente, Studia Turcica, Budapest 1971, pp. 451-460, 6 

plates; Takao Moriyasu ~~~~, Tonko shutsudo Uiguru-go bun

ken fjJlW± '71 .1/'''1vffiXmx (Uigurica from Tun-huang), Koza 

Tonka ~~fJiJ~, vol. 6 (in press). [This will be cited as Moriyasu, 

op. cit.] 
2. SY'N is not an adverb modifying kormis, but probably the name 

of the sender. It might be read SYN' (S:ina), instead of SY'N. 

2. The expression kormis-tiiki-cii can be found also in other texts : 

cf. Tezcan & Zieme, op. cit., p. 457, Text C, 1.6; Moriyasu, op. 

cit., No. 203 group, verso, 11.6-7. 

3. In the old Uigur language, numbers are expressed as 'One-thirty, 

two-thirty, three-thirty, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ nine-thirty', re

presenting 'one before thirty (from twenty)' for 'Twenty-one, 

twenty-two, twenty-three,_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ twenty-nine'. 

In this text, as the word before otuz (thirty) is missing, I could 

not give the exact date. 
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3. It took a long time in those days to transport letters, because they 

were entrusted to caravans or the like. Hence assumedly, the ex
pression with the date on which letters were written, "I have been 

well (at least) up to the Xth of Xth month." was used~· The same ex

pression is used in other text. cf. Moriyasu, op. cit., No. 203 group, 
verso, 11.6-7. 

4. The names of Uigur people with an element q(a)y~a are frequent dur

ing Mongol times and the Yiian Dynasty. cf. James Hamilton, Un 
acte oui'gour de vente de terrain provenant de Yar-khoto, Turcica, I, 

Paris 1969, pp. 50-51; Moriyasu, op. cit., No. 203 group, notes on 
the verso. 

4. As to nomdas, cf. Moriyasu, op. cit., No. 203 group, notes to the text 

on the recto, no. 2. 
7. The original spelling of the word indicated by?? is ~ . 

9. The causative verb andrar- 'have someone vow', which derived from 

and/ant 'oath, vow', here has the sense 'have someone declare'. 

10. yanr'i is a noun derived from yan- 'come back, return, come home', 

which generally means 'reply, response' (cf. Gerard Clauson, An Ety
mological Dictionary of Pre-Thirteenth-Century Turkish} Oxford 1972, 
p. 948b, yanzg & p. 949a, yangz; Kara & Zieme, BTT VIII, p. 146, 

yanqi). Its meaning here may be more concrete: 'report' which was 

to be made by Alp, Qaya on the progress of Toqay's work. 

12. It can be given another reading ad qali'p uri·p· turur 'goods have re

mained (unsold)' for aiJ, qal'ip· on'ip turur. 
13. oqi'mayi'n means 'without reading', for oqi'- 'to read' followed by the 

particle of negation -ma- and -yi'n} forming a gerund. 

14. The future form of i'd- 'send' is not understoood as simple future but 
as possibility in future and permission as well, meaning 'be able to 
send, may send'. cf. J. Hamilton, Le conte bouddhique du Bon et du 

Mauvais Prince en version ou'igoure} Paris 1971, p. 146. 
16. C'KY is not clear. It indicates ch',e-ch'il m~ 'giant clam, tridacna', one 

of the Seven Treasures, if the word is read as ciikil. cf. L. Ligeti, Un 

vocabulaire sino-ouigour des Ming, Acta Orient. Hung., XIX, Buda
pest 1966, p. 151. 

17. KWYL'N is not clear. 

YIWIW 17· f3 P is not clear. Following the original ~. If MYWW, it 

may be chin. miao fr()>. 

17. vapquaki is a loan word from Fa-hua-ching in Chinese. Reconstructed 

form for Fa-hua-ching in Ancient Chinese is Piwvp-rwa-kieng (No. 642k 
+No. 44a+No. 831c), according to Bernhard Karlgren, Grammata 

Serica Recensa:, Kungsbacka 1972 (Repr. from the Bulletin of the Mu

seum of Far Eastern Antiquities, No. 29, Stockholm 1957). [This work 
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is cited as GSR.] 
17. The general meaning traditionally given to aci·r 'gift' is not adequate 

in this context. I interpret it as derived from ac- 'to open', and give 
a meaning 'explanation; annotation, commentary', to which Mr. Kogi 
Kudara agreed in response to my letter. According to Mr. Kudara, 
'commentary' is virtually translated with ac- as "abidarim sastr-taqi" ci"n 
kirtil tozlilg ygrilgl'iirning kingilril acdaci" tikisi" or "'fika which opens 
(=comments) the senses of truth included in the Abhidharma" =A-p'i
ta-mo-chil-she-lun-shih-i-shu ~ffl~~~%i.iaW~WiC (Commentary of Ab
hidharma-kosa-bha~ya) (Or. 8212-75A, la 2). 

18. According to Karlgren, GSR, the ancient Chinese form of An-tsang is 
·dn-t~iang (No. 146a+No. 727 p). 

19. taypasaki is a loan word from Chinese Tai-po-je-ching. According to 
Karlgren, GSR, the ancient Chinese form is t' ai-puan-nziak-kieng (No. 
317a+No. 182a+No. 777a+No. 831c). Although the syllable correspond
ing to po.-,p'an ~ can be also interpreted as -p(a)n instead of -pa-, -pa
is regarded as suitable in view of the familiar example of ~tr~ being 
transcribed as p'o-fe-ching ~ (No. 25L, pua) tr~ in the documents of 
Tun-huang (cf. S.1517, S.2275, S.4385). Taypasaki, which is also tran
scribed as taypazaki, repeatedly appears in the Uigur translation of the 
Biography of Hsilan-tsang :t~ (cf. JI. IO. TyryrneBa, YikypcKaH Bepc1rn 
B110rpac)?1u-I Croattb·U3atta, flucbMertHbte IJa..,uHmrtu1<u Bocmo1<a, 1971, MocKBa 
1974, p. 281; etc.) and even in the main texts of P. 4521 (cf. Tekin, 
pp. 285, 366). 

19. Uig. qarday is a loan word from Skr. hrdaya 'heart, mind, soul': cf. 
Masahiro Shogaito, Kodai Uiguru-go ni okeru Indo raigen shakuyo goi 
no do-nyu keiro ni tsuite trf<: 111 ~··1v~vr.:tuvt ~ 1 ~ F'*Vjff fflt¥Ht0)~ 
Ail~H!v-c.-0\.-,-c (On the routes of the loan words of Indic origin in the 
Old Uigur language), Journal of the Asian and African Studies, 15, 
Tokyo 1978, p. 96. taypasaki quarday-i' or 'the heart of Tai-po-je
ching' means Po-je-hsin-ching = Tai-po-je-p'o-lo-mi-to-hsin-ching (Maha
Prajfiaparamita-hrdaya-sutra). Incidentally the letter of Mr. Kudara 
says that there exists a po-je-hsin-ching in Uigur translation in the form 
of a small boundbook in the Turfan Collection of Berlin (unpublished). 

20. For fear that the goods might be stolen or lost on the way, it was a 
custom to list their numbers and contents in the letter. The words 
"Examine and receive them" were often added to letters on that occa
sion. The expression koru al, having exactly the same meaning as 
korup alri'l in this text, can be seen in Pelliot Ouigour 12 & Or. 8212-
180. They are the words which borrowed from the expressions chien
ling ~iJt chien-jung ~~' 'examine and receive' (cf. P. 2992) of the 
Chinese formulas. 

20. As to yamu, cf. Clauson, op. cit., p. 934; S. Tezcan, Das uigurische 
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lnsadi-Siitra, (Berliner Turfan~texte, III), Berlin 1974, p. 106. 

Hitherto published Uigur letters number no more than ten or so in all. 
Actually, however, several times as many of them are preserved in various 
collections of Paris, London, Berlin, Kyoto, etc. 4 > I had the opportunity 
of seeing a considerable number of them as well as some of their photographs, 
and was thus able to grasp the style and idiomatic expression of the Uigur 
letters. (Heartfelt thanks go to Dr. James Hamilton who gave me much 
instruction during my stay in Paris.) The translation given in this essay is 
based upon this study. After further analysis of it, I have arrived at the 
following schema: 

1. The name of receiver and sender, (missing). 
2·. The greeting to ask about the health of the receiver, (missing). 
3. The health of the sender, (ll.2-3). 
4. Message 1 · (11.4-7) - - - About a new work. 
5. Message 2 ( 11. 8-11) - - - Request for the receiver's report on the 

progress of the business promoted by Yoqay, who is in §;afo. . 
6. Message 3 (11.11-12) - - - A report on the horses (or goods) concern

ing Quli' Tu. 
7. Message 4 (11.12-'-14) - - - Request to send back to the sender the 

sutras which are now in the receiver's hands. 
8. Message 5 (11.14-15) - - - Advice to the receiver; 
9. Message 6 (11.15-17) - - - Request to the receiver to give a message 

to Alp Qaya. 
10. Message 7 (11.17-21) - - - Listing of all the titles of the sutras to 

reach the receiver and request· to assure reception of them. 
11. The remainder (down from 1.22) is unclear. 

Further study of the letter in the light of the above analysis clarifies the 
mutual relationship of the persons as shown in the following schema. (cf. next 
page). 

The expression "Don't be too lazy." (1.11) suggests that the relationship 
between 'I', the sender of the letter, and 'You', the receiver, is that of an 
employer and an employee. But it must be a closer relationship, family or 
relatives such as for example 'brothers', or 'uncle' and 'nephew', engaged in 
a private exchange of sutras. It is clear that the receiver worked with Alp 
Qaya and Yoqay as a substitute under the direction of the sender. Alp Qaya, 
who was close enough to the receiver in distance to exchange messages, was 
requested to observe Yoqay's work and make a report. In other words, these 
three persons lived in the same neighborhood. As Yoqay, one of the three, 
was in Sacu (Tun-huang), 'You' and Alp Qaya were also in or around Sacu. 
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r------------------------------------, 
Quli' Tu 7 I - sender 

. Buyan Tiimiir 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I 

I 

I 

I 

I 

I 
I -------------------- -------------~ 

(over distance) letter + sutras 

r------------------------ -----------------7 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

message 
Alp· Qaya <====== You = receive~ 

(near) 
colleague, 
Buddhist brotherhood 

I 
Yoqay in Sacu 

under the supervision of Alp Qaya, employee 

I-----------------------------------------~ 

'You' and Alp Qaya are supposed to have stayed at the Caves of the TJiousand 
Buddhas (including nearby temples and hamlets), in the light of the follow
ing facts: The text P. 4521 itself, whose back-cover is our letter translated 
above, was found in the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, which are about 
20 km. south-east from Sacu;5) Alp Qaya is called 'comrade in the doctrine'; 
and several kinds of siitras were exchanged between the sender and the 
receiver. 

In the next paragraph, I investigate the period in which this letter was 
written. The complete text P. 4521 was written surely during Mongol times 
or the Yuan Dynasty period (13th-14th cc.). This is indicated by the type 
of writing of the letter (cursive or running style) and linguistic features (use 
of 's' for 'z', cf. 1.14; use of 'd' for 't', cf. 11.3, 9, 10, 12, 16, 18, 22; use of -ni" 
as accusative, d. 11.13, 19). Therefore, this text must belong to the latter half 
of the period, between the 8th and 14th centuries, during which most of the 
Uigur texts were drafted. As a matter of fact, the best clue to the date of 
this text lies in the sentence "Niimasarrigiti translated by Antsang baqsi"' (1. 18). 

Regarding a person named Antsang who played an important role in 
Uigur history as an Uigur translator of siitras, we cannot think of anyone 
but An-tsang ~-, who was a great scholar of Uigur and an active person in 
the Mongol times, particularly during the Yuan Dynasty.6) Working for the 
Imperial Court during the reigh of Hsien-tsung I:* (Mongka-Khan, r. 1251-,--
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1259) and his successor Shih-tsu t!tiil§. (Khubilai-Khan, r. 1260-1294), he was 
eminent in the educational and religious field, mainly as the advisor of the 
Emperors. Despite such a reputation, the Yiian-shih :5c5e., which is notoriously 
defective, lacks his biography. 

I, hereby, trace An-tsang's achievements as found in the "Spirit-Way Stele 
(in Memory) of His Excellency Wen-ching, Prince of Ch'in-kuo" Ch'in-kuo 
Wen-ching-kung shen-tao-pei *mJZ:ft!0m$m~ in Hsueh-Zou-chi ~ft~ 7 l (vol. 
9), composed by Ch'eng Wen-hai ~:,z:m (styled himself Chil-fou ffi~, 1250-
1319) of the Yuan Dynasty, from which An-tsang's biography in the Meng
wu-erh shih-chi ~Jt.%5e.!2 (vol. 118) and Hsin Yiian-shih lfr:5c5e. (vol. 192) 
originated. 

At the age of five, he started to be given by his father and his brother 
lectures on Confucian classics and annotations, and, at the age of nine, had 
a teacher for a regular study. It is said that he could read ten lines at a glance 
and wrote ten thousand characters everyday. When he was thirteen, he learnt 
by heart Chu-she-lun ~%~ in thirty volumes, and when fifteen, he had read 
through all the texts of Buddhism and Confucianism. At the age of nineteen, 
he was appointed to an Imperial office. When Shih-tsu mounted the throne 
(1260), An-tsang wrote and dedicated ~ao-tsang-lun --~ and Hsilan-yen-chi 
:t~~ to him. The Emperor highly admired him for these works. He advised 
the Emperor to seek the causes of chaotic and orderly reigns of all ages 
through knowledge of political and historical books, and to enlighten the 
way of governing by cheng-hsin-shu IE,CivfrJ. Moreover, he translated Shang
shu Wu-i-p',ien fhl!t~~~, Cheng-kuan cheng-yao Jlll!lliY:~ and Shen-chien $£i 
to show the Emperor. When Arir Bilgii8 l, Shih-tsu's brother, rose in revolt 
against Shih-tsu in Mongolia (1260-1264), as he was unwilling to send an army 
directly against a bloodrelative, ~hih-tsu sent An-tsang to persuade Arir Bilga 
to withdraw his army. Thereafter, An-tsang was much estimated as a counselor 
of Shih-tsu, became Ran-lin hsileh-shih} Chia-i tai fou, Chih-chih-kao, T'ung
hsiu-kuo-shih ~**~± · JU!*::tc · ~otUm5 · fRJ{im5e. and was appointed Shang-i 
Chung-shu-sheng-shih PJ:i~i:J=r!t~*· By Imperial order, he translated the 
Shang-shu fh]., the Tzu-ch'ih-t'ung-chien ~f§~£i, difficult sutras and books 
of pharmacology (in Uigur)9l, all of which satisfied the Emperor. He was pro
moted to Han-Zin hsileh-shih eh' eng-chih ~#~±:ic \§' and accumulated the 
posts of Cheng-feng tai-fou} Ling Chi-hsien-yiian Hui-t'ung-kuan Tao-chiao-shih 
IE**:1e • il~Jt15tiffRJjgii~*· It is said that he enjoyed such confidence that 
every word of his was agreeable to the Emperor. He died in the fifth month 
of the 30th year of chih-yilan ~:5c. After his death, his posthumous works 
were put in order. They consisted of songs, poems, gathas, eulogies, odes, etc., 
in several tens of volumes. The Emperor gave an order for them to be wood
block printed and had them widely distribute. In the second year of yen-yu 
}!sffit (1315), An-tsang received the posthumous title of Ch'in-kuo-kung and 
Wen-ching. He was an Uigur and his family had lived in Pieh-shih-pa-li J]IJ:fi 
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/\JI. (Uig. Bis-Bal'iq) for generations. His grandfather was called Hsiao-sheng

tu iH\~i~ (Uig. Savsing Tu), his grandmother P'u-yen ti-chin 1f~PitiJ.I (Uig. 
Buyan Tegin), his father T'ien-tsang ~- and his mother Yeh-hsien chiln-chu 
~{!blt~± (Uig . . iisan Quncuy). His wife was a daughter of Chang ~ and one 
of their children was called Wo-erh-t'o ti-ch'in ~%~~~ (Uig. Ortu Tegin). 
The most prominent person of An-tsang's disciples was T'ien-tsang =R• who 
later rose to the position of Sha-chin ai-hu-ch'ih z:J,>$~~~ (Dig. Sazi'n 
AYruci)10 ), and became the Emperor's teacher (t'ai-shih ::kmff in Hsueh-Zou-chi} 

ti-shih 1ir~ffl in Meng-wu-erh shih-chi} kuo-shih l~l§ffl in Hsin Yuan-shih). 
This is all we can learn from the Hsueh-Zou-chi. In regard to his addi

tional achievements as a scholar of Buddhology, however, other documents 
give us some information. 

An-tsang, in the position of Han-Zin hsueh-shih ch'eng-chih} Cheng-Jeng 
tai-fou, participated, as an examiner of translation, in the work of compiling 
the Chih-yuan Fa-pao K'an-t'ung Tsung-lu ~5c~l:tw.JIRJ!i£l~ according to the 
preface of the 26th year of chih-yuan (1289). This was a comparative catalogue 
between the Chinese Tripitaka and Tibetan Tripitaka, which was edited by 
the Emperor's order in the 22nd-24th years of chih-yuan. Moreover, the 
Taisho Tripitaka, vol. 20 (No. 1108) contains the Sheng-chiu-tu-fo-mu-erh-shih
i-chung-li-tsan-ching ~~5t1!liHB:::::::+~;flffit~~ (1 vol.) translated into Chinese 
by An-tsang, and recently Keng Shih-min brought to light an Uigur translation 
of this text as well.11) According to Keng Shih-min, the Uigur text was 
translated from Tibetan and not from Chinese probably by An-tsang himself, 
though this cannot be verified in the absence of any colophon.12 ) Furthermore, 
the colophon of an Uigur sutra Hua-yen-ching ¥~~ published by T:Oru 
Haneda tells us: 13) 

ar:ir boga tigin y(a)rlifinga k(a)ntii(?) d:intarY kinki bosrutlur bis bali:q 
arasang(atsang?) [ba]qsY tutung t(a)vrac tilintin tiirk tilinca ikilayii ~virmis 

By order of Prince Ari"r Boga, Arasang (Atsang?)-baqsi'-tutung, a priest, 
scholar of Bis-Bal:iq turned (transla_ted) it from Chinese into Turkish. 

'Arasang(Atsang?)' should perhaps be read as 'Antsang' here, though I am 
unable to make a final decision because neither the original nor its facsimile 
are accessible to me.14) As I interpret it, Prince Ari·r Boga should be identified 
with Arir Bugii (?-1266), who rose in revolt against Shih-tsu for the throne 
(1260-1264). There is no chronological incongruity in this supposition. 

Juten Oda read a paper "Uigur culture in Yuan Dynasty" at the sym
posium entitled General Survey on Islam and the Social Change of Middle
East) which was held in Hachi-bji, Tokyo, in November 1980. He pointed 
out then that there were two long Buddhist verses composed by Antsang in 
Eski Turk §iiri which was arranged and published by R. R. Arat. A preface 
(Or. 8212-108) or postscript (T. III. M 208) is appended to each of these 
poems. 15 ) 
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T. 111. M 208 (U 4829) 
i:duq samandabadi:ri: bodistv-ni:ng yori:r qut qolunmaq-i:nga tayani:p qulutY 
antsang qali:m kaysi [Mr. Oda read q(a)nlim kiivsi] qosur-qa Ynrurmi:s(?) 
slok taqsut nom tiikadi satu satu namo bud namod:iram naniosang 

Here ends the doctrine in alliterative verses which was written by your 
servant (=I), Antsang, a member of the Han-Zin Academy, relying on the 
search for the dharma which the sacred Samantabhadra-Bodhisattva 
pursued. Good! Good! Namo Buddha, Namo Dharma, Namo Sang. 

Or. 8212-108 
buda avatansaka atli:r sudur icinda bu~ulmaq-s:iz nom urus-qa kirmak 
boliikda bulung yi:ngaq sayu kalmis bodistv-lar buli:gc:ilayu y1ri:lm1s toy 
quvrar ara burqan orlY tolpi: tiiziin uran aqi:-ni:ng buluncsuz yig adgii
larin ogmis slokda burq(?) sarq(?) qi:li:p on adgiisin m(a)n antsang oziim 
buyan kiisiis iiza qosm:is taqsut basladi: 

Here begins the poem composed by myself, Antsang, with the 'ten good 
virtues' in search of p·u1J,ya 'blessed virtues', being impressed by a verse of 
the chapter regarding the entrance to the indestructible Dharma-realm 
in the sutra called Buddhavataf(lsaka, where is admired the exceeding 
goodness of the Son of Buddha, 'The all Sacred God', among the large 
gathering of bodhisattvas who assembled from different regions. 

The two Buddhist texts with these words are composed of four lines, 
each with alliteration. This style is characteristic of Uigur Buddhist culture.16> 

Despite Antsang's great achievements in the history of Uigur Buddhism, the 
fact that he translated Niimasarrigiti into Uigur is as yet almost unknown. 
Niimasaf(lgiti itself generally indicates Mafi,jusriniimasaf(lgiti (Taisho Trip-i
taka, vol. 20, no. 1187-no. 1189). Actually, there had been found among 
Turfan documents in the Uigur language many fragments of the Maiiju
sriniimasarrigiti in wood-block printed books, which were edited by G. Kara 
and P. Zieme some years ago. 17> In a recent article,18 > Kara edited some addi
tional fragments belonging to the Maiiju.friniimasaf(lgiti, revealing con
sequently that the following colophon published in Zieme's previous article19> 

was also a part of the Maiijusrinamasarrigiti, where Manjusrinamasarrigiti is 
simply called Niimasarrigiti. 

TM 14 (U 4759) 
ari:s ar1r bu nama sangit nom ardini acari ksi karunada? sidu iiza aqcJar:il
mm adi:nci:r mungad1nc17 taydu-taqi: aq stup-lur ulur vxar-ta adruq sim 
sipqan-li:r bars yi:l yitinc ay-ta alqus1 barca alasi:zi:n tiizii yapa adaqi:nga 
tagi uz yarasi: adgiiti biitiiriildi •: • sadu sadu 

The sacred Na1nasan,igzti~ dharma-jewel, was translated by Ssu-t'u P]~ 
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Karunada;, liciirya, a director. At an exceptionally I:?-arvellous big te,mple 

with a white pagoda in Peking, in the seventh month of the year of 

jen-yin -£~, all the work was done without any omission and performed 

perfectly and carefully to the very e1:1d. Good! Good! 

Kara and Zieme are right in pointing out that the above mentioned year of 

jen-yin is equivalent to AD. 1302, and Ssu-t'u Karunada; is identified with 

Chia-lu-na-ta-ssu ~:t*f.1~1~ who left a biography in the Yilan-shih, vol. 134.20 ) 

This fact proves that the Maiijusriniimasarrigiti which was commonly called 

Niimasarzigiti in those days was rendered into Uigur by Chia-lu-na-ta-ssu and 

not by Antsang. This raises another question: how to interpret "Niima

sarzigiti which Dr. Antsang translated", 1.18 of our text. It is oversimplifying 

to suppose the existence of translation by Antsang besides Karunada;. It is 

helpful to take into considera_tion the relationship between Antsang and 

Karunada;. According to the biography of Karunada; in the Yuan-shih, vol. 

134, he was also an Uigur and deeply versed in Buddhism and various lan

guages, thanks to which he came to serve Shih-tsu with the recommendation 

of Antsang who had previously been an Imperial official. Karunada; is said 

to have learnt Tibetan from the National Teacher 'Phags-pa and translated 

Tibetan and Indian siitras and sastras into Uigur. His translations were 

printed xylographically and widely distributed by Imperial order. He be

came Han-Zin hsileh-shih ch'.eng-chih in 1287, and rose to Tai-ssu-t'u ::kR.l:vE 

when Ch'eng-tsung ~* (Temilr-Khan, r. 1294-1307), the successor of Shih-tsu, 

acceded to the throne in 1294. He died in 1311. Moreover, we find further 

evidence, namely "Chia-lu-na-ta-ssu of the Bis-Bali:q Protectorate (Pei-t'ing 

Tu-hu-fou ~t~'i~~Jff), who understands the two languages and is well versed 

in the exoteric and esoteric teachings has translated Tibetan by Imperial 

order" in the preface of the Chih-yilan Fa-piao K'an-t'ung Tsung-Zu which was 

edited from 1285 to 1287, together with the above mentioned phrase "An-tsang 

with the Chinese title Han-Zin hsileh-shih ch'eng-chi, Cheng-feng tai-fou, has 

examined the translation by Imperial order." These data make it clear that 

the relation between the two was very intimate: both of them are Uigur from 

Pei-t'ing (=Bis-Bali:q), were active as important members of the Han-Zin 

Academy in the Capital city of Tai-tu ::kl~ (Peking) under the reign of 

Shih-tsu, and were engaged in the translation of Buddhist texts. They were 

presumed to be also privately in a close contact, in view of the fact that 

Karunada; entered the Imperial Court with Antsang's recommendation. It is 

hardly acceptable in common sense to infer that these two persons, working 

in- the same section, sharing works, serving the Emperor v~ho much appreciated 

their abilities, and also being in close private contact, would have translated 

the same siitra independently whether on their own initiative or by Imperial 

order. This reflexion enables us to propose two alternative solutions to the 

problem posed by the sentence "Niimasarrigiti which Dr. Antsang translated" 
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in the epistle. 

(1) The author of our letter mistook Karunada; for Antsang~ who were 
very close to each other. 

(2) The translation of the Manjusriniimasarrigiti was attributed officially 
to Karunada; because of its publication after Antsang's death, though 
executed by Karunada; with or under the direction of A ntsang who 
was his superior. Yet, it was treated as a work of Antsang's among 
Uigur Buddhists who were well acquainted with the facts. (The dis
crepancy between the time of translation and that of printing poses 
no problem.) 

At any rate, we can assume that the "Namasarrigzti translated by Antsang",. 
which was said to have been sent separately to the region of Sacu (probably 
to the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas of Tun-huang) by the author of the 
letter, was one of the xylographically printed Manjusriniimasarrigzti, which 
had been available generally only after its impression of 1302 in Peking, or its. 
copy. At least, I would like to think this until we find a Niimasarrigiti trans
lated obviously by A ntsang. 

In my preceding discussion, I came to the conclusion that the letter from 
an Uigur Buddhist introduced in this study was written after A.D. 1302. 
Following A.D. 1266, the revolt of Khaidu expanded into a dreadful war 
which divided Mongol powers into two spheres. As a consequence, some of 
the Western Uigur people were scattered into He-hsi fPJiz§' (= Kansu Corridor) 
and other places, while some were left in the Eastern T'ien-shan region (in
cluding Turfan). When the revolt came under control in the first years of 
the 14th century, the exchange of missions between the Yuan Dynasty and 
the Western Mongol royal families became easy and frequent, and the East
West trade-route was secured, thus restoring it,s prosperity.·21 ) Such peace and 
prosperity continued up until the destruction of the Yuan Dynasty (at least 
east of the Pamirs) even when the T'ien-shan region was put under the reign 
of a Chaghatai Khan and He-hsi was under the reign of another Chaghatai 
Khan22 ) and of the former Western Uigur royal family. Most of the de
cipherable names of places where the sutras and almanacs found in Turfan 
and Tun-huang were xylographically printed in Uigur, Mongol and Hsi-hsia 
iz§'Jl are located in inland China, places like Peking and Hang-chou 
tfc1H which were centers of culture during the Yuan Dynasty. (It doesn't 
necessarily hold true for all. As shown in the appendix of my previous article, 
many Uigur wood-block types were disinterred from the cave No. 181 of 
Pelliot's enumeration, thus revealing that printing was done even in Tun
huang.) Furthermore, most of the dates of printing determined up to the 
present are concentrated in the first half of the 14th century.23 ) The above 
facts are very suggestive. Uigur Buddhists stayed in the Caves of the Thousand 
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Buddhas of Tun-huang, and one of their fellows did business in Sacu and 

exchanged letters in cursive style and various sutras with Uigur people in 

far distant places. The existence of such a peaceful situation is possible only 

in the period from the beginning to the middle of the 14th century. 

When we call the Buddhist documents and inscriptions (graffiti) in Uigur 

or Mongolian or Chinese with definite dates which were found at Tun-huang 

(but not in the famous cave), we find that most of them were written in the 

same period. In the Tun-huang cave No. 144 (Pelliot's No. 6) there is a 

Mongolian inscription which was written in the 3rd year of chih-ch'ih $~ 

(A.D. 1323) by a group of pilgrims (either Mongols or Uigurs judging from 

their names) coming from Su-chou ffl"fM,24 ) and in the cave No. 217 (No. 70 

of Pelliot) there are Uigur inscriptions in Uigur and 'Phags-pa script saying 

that a Uigur Buddhist called Buy.an Qaya also coming from Su-chou stayed 

in Tun-huang for three years. 25 ) A piece of Uigur Buddhist prayer (docu

ment No. 212 from the cave No. 181 of Pelliot) was written in the 12th year 

of chih~cheng $IE (A.D. 1352),26 ) and as for the Uigur sutra in boundbook 

style (Or. 8212-109) which I assume to have been exhumed in the same cave, 

it has a colophon written in the 10th year of chih-cheng (A.D. 1350).27 ) Two 

inscriptions in Chinese script were made in c...o...mme.moratipn of_ the repanttion 

of the temples in Mo-kao-k'u ~~g (= the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas) 

or in Sacu: one in the 8th year of chih-cheng (A.D. 1348) and the other in the 

11th year of chih-cheng (A.D. 1351), both of which were initiated mainly by 

members of the Mongol royal families who ruled a part of He-hsi. 28 > On the 

top of the former, the mystic formula 6rri maJJ,i padme hurr,, was inscribed 

in the six scripts of Lantsha (Devanagari), Tibetan, Uigur, 'Phags-pa, Hsi

hsia and Chinese. Meanwhile, in the perspective of the whole of He-hsi, in 

the area of Su-chou, we find the Ch'ung-hsiu Wen-shu-ssu pei :ffl:~j(~~W 
(Stele in Memory of the Reparation of Mafijusri-Temple) which Nam Tas 

Taysi of Chaghatai Khan's lineage had built in the 3rd year of t'ai-ting ~JE 
(A.D. 1326),29 ) and the Tai-yilan Su-chou-lu yeh-k',e ta-lu-hua-ch'ih shih-hsi chih 

pei *5tffl"flU!-lliii:iJ~l<1-E~i!t1'zW (Stele of the Genealogy of the Great Daru

ghachi of the Yiian Dynasty in Su-chou) of the 21st year of chih-cheng (A.D. 

1361) commemorating a family of Tangut high officials;30 ) and in the region 

of Yung-ch'ang 7k~ is the 1-tu-hu Kao-ch'ang-wang shih-hsiln-pei :#i~~~~:E 
i!t~W (Stele in Memory of the Meritorious Services of the Iduq-qut, Kings 

of Kao-ch'ang) which was erected in the 2nd year of yilan-t'ung 5t&t (A.D. 1334) 

in honour of the successive West Uigur rulers (Iduq-qut). 31) The inscriptions 

of these steles being written in both Chinese and Uigur, Uigur texts are 

more detailed than their Chinese counterparts. Also in the region of Yung

ch'ang, there is the Tai-yilan ch'ih-ssu chui-f,eng Hsi-ning-wang Hsin-tu-kung 

shen-tao-pei *5t~~Jhgtifrls.:E'tJrtVi~m$mW (Spirit-way Stele of His Excellency 

Hsin-tu, Prince Hsi-ning, granted by Imperial Order under the Yiian) in 

Chinese and Mongol, which was erected in commemoration of an Uigur high 
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official in the 22nd year of chih-cheng (A.D. 1362).32 ) 

From the above materials, we can presume that collonies of Uigurs existed 
in various places of H e-hsi from the beginning to the middle of the 14th 
century, and that Uigur was used as a common language among people of 
different origins dwelling there. The truth is that a large group of Uigur 
people following the West Uigur lduq-qut transferred their residence to 
Yung-ch'ang. 33 ) It is also assumed that a ,large number of old West Uigurs 
who had moved from the area of the Eastern T'ien-shan scattered about other 
places of He-hsi, thus constituting an important element of its population 
together with the Chinese, Mongols, Tanguts (and Tibetans). 

As mentioned in my previous article, Tun-huang cave No. 181 according 
to Pelliot's enumeration (and probably cave No. 182) was constructed for 
Uigur Buddhists, and its various documents in Uigur, Chinese, Hsi-hsia, Mon
gol, Brahmi and Tibetan belonged to the local Uigur Buddhist community. 
Among the documents, we found an Uigur letter written in cursive style 
(document group No. 203) which had been sent from the Turfan region and 
also some fragments of Mongolian code with Chinese annotations (document 
group No.16) which had been brought to Sacu to be widely distributed after 
being published in the capital of the Yuan Dynasty. Moreover, an Uigur 
Buddhist's prayer text (document No. 212) was dated in the 12th year of chih
cheng (A.D. 1352). The date roughly determined for the whole of the docu
ments from the cave No. 181 (and cave No. 182) in Pelliot's system of enume
ration was thought to be from the 13th c. to the 14th c. (i.e. Mongol period 
inclusive of the Yuan Dynasty) in the prior work, but now we would specify 
the period from the beginning to the middle of the 14th century. We feel 
assured that all the Uigur Buddhist texts in boundbook style, such as the 
Or. 8212-75 A & B} Or. 8212-108} Or. 8212-109 and P. 4521, were from the 
caves of this period (Pelliot's No. 181 and No. 182), even though the places. of 
their discovery, somewhere among the Caves of the Thousand Buddhas, may 
be obscure. 

Now we have come to the conclusion that the letter which was hidden 
in the back-cover of the P. 4521 was addressed to an Uigur Buddhist who was 
in a close contact with the Uigur Buddhist community at the Caves of the 
Thousand Buddhas from the beginning to the middle of the 14th c. in order 
to supervise the exchange of siitras and the management of some commercial 
affairs. The letter was probably dispatched from a settlement of Uigur people 
in H e-hsi outside of Sac:u or from somewhere in the Eastern T'ien-shan region 
which had been the territory of the West Uigur Kingdom. In bringing the 
present paper to a close, I express the hope that the back-cover will be taken 
apart in the near future to enable us to study our text more directly. 
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1) §inasi Tekin, Bu.ddhistische Uigurica aus der Yuan-Zeit, (Asiatische Forschungen, Bd. 

69), Wiesbaden 1980, 383 p. + 42 plates. 

2) T. Moriyasu, Tonk:6 shutsudo Uiguru-go bunken ~~/±!± r; 1 :7• Jvm::iz::ffik (Koza Tonka, 

vol. 6 = Tonka kogo bunken ~~Mm3tffik Documents in barbarian languages from Tun

huang (in press), chap. 1 & 3. [This will be cited always as Moriyasu, op. cit.] 

3) R. Rahmeti Arat, Eski Turk §iiri, Ankara 1965, pp. 63-161; Masahiro Shogaito Etmp:;J 
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Louis Ligeti, Budapest 1971, pp. 451-460, 6 plates; P. Zieme, Manichiiisch-tilrkische 
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9) Acc. to the biography of An-tsang, Meng-wu-erh shih-chi, vol. ll8. 
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